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Why Is This Task Interesting?y g

The popularity of digital cameras has lead to a flourish of 
consumer photos
- Flickr and Picasa Web Album host millions of new personal    

photos uploaded every month

- These personal photos constitute an overwhelming source of 
images requiring efficient management

Saving users’ time: Do they need to do all: select the interesting- Saving users  time: Do they need to do all: select the interesting 
photos, hand label them one by one, and uploaded it to Flickr!

Annotating these photos are of both broad researchg p
interests and high commercial potentials
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From Stock Photos to Consumer Photos

?

The Corel database Our consumer photo collections
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Difficulties
1. Consumer photos do not always match the 
characteristics of well-defined scene/event classes

Sometimes consumers photos may contain atypical,  
unexpected, or unusual content …

e g mascots ine.g., mascots in 
a soccer game
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Difficulties
2. Consumer photos are more difficult  to analyze than 
professional stock photos since they 

are not always composed properly as by professionals
are not always captured under well-controlled conditions
may contain clutter in both the foreground and background y g g
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A bad photo                                 A better photo



Difficulties

1. Consumer photos do not always match the y
characteristics of well-defined scene/event classes

2. Consumer photos are more difficult  to analyze for scene 
and event recognition than professional stock photos

Although many concept detectors performs fairly well on 
stock photos, it is still an extremely challenging task to 
build reliable classifiers for annotating consumer photosbuild reliable classifiers for annotating consumer photos
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How to overcome these difficulties?
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Observations

Users organize their photos into collections 
d f ldstored as folders

implicitly but naturallyimplicitly but naturally

by dates, places,

and eventsand events

shared with 

friends & familyy
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Observations
Photos are similar or related within the same collection

Such relations do NOT exist in stock photo databases
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Such relations do NOT exist in stock photo databases



A Label Propagation Frameworkp g
(+/-) high

confidencessupervised
classifier

seeds

photo
collections

photo
collections

samplesclassifier

Use offline trained concept classifier : 
flexibility of borrowing existing work

Select and retain the seed labels determined by the 
confidence, and ignore weak labels.
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A Label Propagation Frameworkp g
(+/-) high

confidencessupervised
classifier

seeds

photo
collections

photo
collections

samplesclassifier

appearance
i il i

metadata
similarity

Considering photo similarity of both appearance and meta 
information

Within the same photo collection, it is much easier to model 
the photo similarity than model the concepts of “hard 
samples” (atypical,  unexpected, badly captured)
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A Label Propagation Frameworkp g
(+/-) high

confidencessupervised
classifier

seeds

photo
collections

photo
collections

probablistic
label

propagation

samples
final

annotation

final
annotation

classifier

appearance
i il it

metadata
similarity

Propagate the labels to the remaining images and get the g g g g
final annotation.
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Research Focus

How to model photo similarities?

How to perform label propagation?
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Photo Similarities
Visual similarities:

SIFT matching + color histogram
Metadata similarities:

Time + Location

These measures might not be good for direct topic 
discrimination, but are effective to model the 
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correlation between photos in a collection.



Modeling Similaritiesg

Defining a variable to measure whether two photos are 
correlated: 

Similarity measures of different features:

Bayesian computation:
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Probabilistic Propagationp g

Propagate not only “positive evidence” (“is A”) but also 
“negative evidence” (“is not A”) based on photo similaritiesnegative evidence  ( is not A ) based on photo similarities
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Probabilistic Propagationp g
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Comparing with Other Methodsp g
Existing works by D. Zhou et al and X. Zhu et al

linear propagation approachp p g pp
with parameters to tune
widely used in retrieval or ranking applications
applicable to only a single type of featuresapplicable to only a single type of features

Our approachOur approach
probability propagation
no parameters to tune

d f l ifi ti i t d f kiused for classification instead of ranking
utilizing multiple features
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A Case Studyy
Where the offline-trained classifier failed,
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A Case Studyy
the proposed label propagation approach succeeded.
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Experimentp

Collecting a new consumer photo database 
Camera hand outs to many users over the period ofCamera hand-outs to many users over the period of 
8 months 
103 collections with varying sizes (4 ~ 249 photos)y g ( p )
Most of the photos are geotagged

The ground truth of the annotationg
Labeled by third-party judges
Labels: 12 events and 12 scenes 
Both include a “null” class for ”none of the above”
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Baseline Classifiers

Baseline classifier are trained on separate databases
scene database: MIT Caltech UIUC 15 scene classesscene database: MIT-Caltech-UIUC 15 scene classes
event database: Kodak event photos

SVM classifiers with low-level image featuresSVM classifiers with low level image features
color histogram, edge histogram, Gabor textures
not necessarily the same features as those for propagation

There are no strict constraints for the baseline classifiers 
so that our label propagation framework can be used with p p g
any baseline classifiers (or even user seed tags).
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Experimental Results p

Recognizing Events - Precision
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Experimental Results p

Recognizing Events - Recall
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Experimental Resultsp

Recognizing Scenes - Precision
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Experimental Resultsp

Recognizing Scenes - Recall
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Performance Gains
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Baseline SVM
Propagation

Baseline SVM
Propagation

Baseline SVM
PropagationPropagation
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Baseline SVM
Propagation

seed images in red boxes; correct labels in bold 



Conclusions

Rather than using trained classifiers to label each of the photos 
directly we propose to use a reject and propagate approach wheredirectly, we propose to use a reject-and-propagate approach where 
only the labels with high confidence scores are assigned initially and 
label propagation is used to assign labels to the remaining photos.

This is a way to address the well-known limitations of current visual 
recognition algorithms, by exploiting the correlation between the 
photos to improve the overall annotation performance. 

The label propagation is guided by similarity metrics in terms of time, 
location, and visual appearance.

A novel generative probabilistic model is employed, and it 
outperforms the linear propagation schemes. 
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Future Work

Propagation based on or in conjunction with (incomplete and noisy)Propagation based on or in conjunction with (incomplete and noisy) 
user tags (e.g., Flickr images) 

Propagation between key frames within a video or between photosPropagation between key frames within a video, or between photos 
and videos within a collection

M hi ti t d t f i il it t i ( f iMore sophisticated ways to fuse similarity metrics (e.g., fusion can 
be event-specific)

Theoretical analysis on the success condition of label propagation 
(e.g., what percentage of seed labels is adequate? How bad can we 
allow the baseline classifier?) 
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Q i ?Questions? 
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